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or was diseased or even of personal pain at the thought of what they were

doing. It simply says, %he touched here hand and the fever left her

brought to 111m many possessed with devils. He casts out the spirits

with His word, healed all that were sick, that it m1t be fulfilled which

is spoken of Isaiah the prophet. He himself took away our diseases
word

and bore our sicknesses. B: That isn't the w47 of taking away. That

is (l2) But this is for to take.

AAM: It doesn't necessarily mean take on himself . B: It doesn't

necessarily mean to take away either. AAM: It could be either one.

He took. He took our the next one B: And he bore AAM: to

carry. $/ He took it. B: But it doesn't necessarily- mean to remove

that is the second meaning. The first meaning is to carry, to bear.

AAM: But npt to take upon oneself . That is nt in order. B: WE11, if

you carry a thing, you take it and you carry it. Student: That extreme

though you will have Christ after he gets through dealing with people a

helptess invalid himself. Student: Isn't Christ taking them all

(l3) ? AAM: Well that is what Matthew is talking about here.

Matthew is talking about physical sickness which Jesus removed from us. He

took the spirit of them. He didn't take the spirits into himself. He touched

Peters wife's mother and the fever left her. He didn't take the fever on

himself. He took it away from her. In other words the word take might

mean take on to you. It might mean to take away from something. But it

says to take. But there is no thought in the context of taking on to him.

It is simply is that it was taken away from them. Student: (lit)

B: I got this thought is here. Here is a doctor in an epidemic.

And he doesn't catch the disease, but he undertakes the load of it. He

assumes the responsibilities of it. He carries the burden of it. AAM: I

don't think that is necessary thought. B: I Isaish there, the whole
our

picture is that this one is carrying ˆ4% sin . AAM: I don't think it is

B: What? AAN: I don't think it is in that particular phrase. In that

particular phrase I don't find it. It is true that the Septugint translates
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